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Great Britain has a long and illustrious history of Hifi. British brands are household names
worldwide and are seen as the benchmark of high quality craftsmanship in the audio world.

We have many brands that are celebrating significant anniversaries, marking their ability to stand
the test of time and adapt to what the market demands.  We are also constantly producing new
brands and are seen as being at the forefront of technology and innovation.

The British Hifi industry continues to go from strength to strength, even in these challenging
times. To put it simply many people like to 'Buy British' whether out of a desire to support our
home-grown talent or because overseas audiophiles recognise the heritage and quality the 'Made
in Britain' tag carries.

High End Munich is, perhaps, the greatest Hifi show on the planet. It is completely international,
with Hifi brands from the world over flocking to exhibit at the MOC every May.  There are always
a significant number of British exhibitors and they are always very popular with the visitors.

This year, Hifi Pig wanted to help showcase our Great British Brands at High End Munich 2017. A
select few of our advertisers have put together a series of articles giving them chance to tell you
more about their philosophy, their products and what they are exhibiting at the High End show. If
you are attending the show this promotional e-mag will help to whet your appetite and choose
who you would like prioritise to visit at the show.  If you are not able to make it over to Germany
you will still be able to get in the mood for all the coverage that Hifi Pig will bring you from the
show.

High End Munich requires some careful planning if you are attending as a visitor, so we are also
including some useful information for those of you visiting Munich.

So get ready for High End 2017 with our Great British Brands at Munich!

Linette Smith

Hifi Pig Advertising Promotion

CLICK AND GO INDEX
Atlas Cables
Funk Firm
Graham Slee At Hifi SystemComponents
Harbeth
Living Voice
PMC
Quadraspire
Tellurium Q
The Chord Company

Check out  all the latest news
both before and after the
High End Show in Munich

HERE

http://hifipig.com/category/high-end-munich/


Great British Brands At Munich

Getting To The Show

Getting around Munich is a simple affair and
the trams and U Bahn are clean, plentiful and
cheap enough. If you are staying Munich city
centre we’ve always found the easiest way to
get to the MOC is to take the S1 Line from
Central Station (Hauptbahnof) to get to
Marienplatz… it’s the second stop and then
the U Bahn from Marienplatz, Line U6,
direction Fröttmaning / Garching-
Forschungszentrum and get off at
Kieferngarten.

Timetables and a route planner for the U Bahn
can be found here.

Once you are at Kieferngarten the MOC is a
ten minute walk from the station, you’ll know
you’re there so just follow the crowds.

The High-End Society run a free shuttle bus
from partnering hotels and you can find the
hotels, routes and times by following this link

Beer

Munich is rightly famous for its beer and a
visit to the show wouldn’t be complete
without a visit to a beer keller. These can be
huge places and often have Bavarian music
playing.
There are loads of different beers to be found
in Germany but the three main ones are:
Weizenbier and Weißbier are the standard
German names for wheat beer.
Helles is a malty pale lager from Bavaria.
Dunkel is a dark lager and a favourite of ours.
Most of the kellers will serve food which
tends to be of the big, hearty and stick to your
ribs variety, often centred around pork.

However, we know that at least the
Hofbräuhaus serves reasonable vegetarian and
fish options.

A Short List Of Some Beer Kellers in
Munich

Augustiner am Dom
Frauenplatz 8
80331 München Tel: (089) 23238480
Der Pschorr - das Wirtshaus
Viktualienmarkt 15
80331 München Tel: (089) 442383940
Löwenbräukeller
Nymphenburger Str. 2
80335 München Tel: (089) 526021
Schneider Bräuhaus
Baumkirchner Str. 5
81673 München Tel: (089) 4316381
Augustiner Schützengarten
Zielstattstr. 6
81379 München
Tel: (089) 72468088
Hofbräuhaus
Platzl 9
80331 München
Tel : (0)89 290136-10

And Some Final Advice

If this is your first time at Munich High-End
whatever your expectations of the show and
its size are then double them…oh and take
some comfortable shoes.

See you there and don’t forget to look out
for all our coverage after the show!

Getting There, Some
Useful Links and Some
Notes About Beer

Hifi Pig Advertising Promotion

https://www.drinkaware.co.uk/
http://efa.mvv-muenchen.de/index.html#trip@enquiry 
http://www.highendsociety.de/index.php/en/hotel-shuttle-217.html 
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Atlas Cables



Atlas Cables originated in Scotland
in 2001 to design, build and

distribute high quality, no-nonsense Hifi
and AV cabling solutions to audiophiles
the world over.

The company was created with a real
focus to make the best performing cables
using engineered solutions that would
give a real improvement in quality of
performance.  Setting out to dispel the
smoke and mirrors approach that has
blighted cable products for years, Atlas
went back to the drawing board and
designed a comprehensive range of
unique cables and connectivity options
utilising the latest manufacturing
techniques.  Crucially, Atlas is an
engineering-led business that employs
professionally qualified engineers to
design and manufacture its products.
The company’s philosophy is that users
of its products should only hear the
signal in its purest form, with nothing
added or taken away.  Therefore, Atlas
Cables have no sound ‘signature’.  They
just allow the electronics to perform at
their best.

To reach this goal, Atlas designs and
manufactures products that eliminate
sources of signal degradation wherever
they may influence a signal and use real

material science, construction and/or the
manufacturing approach to explain the
differences across its range of products.

Importantly, Atlas differentiates itself
from other cable manufacturers by some
of the processes it doesn’t use in the
design and manufacturing of its
products:

·Atlas doesn’t solder any of its analogue
cables - it crimps (cold welds) all of its
interconnects and speaker cables for a
more reliable join.

·Atlas doesn’t silver plate any of its
analogue cables as this, in the
company’s experience, delivers a bright
and often tiring sound, which affects a
user’s long term enjoyment of their
systems.

·Atlas doesn’t allow splicing of speaker
conductors during manufacture, as this
leads to variable performance etc.

The resulting best practice process relies
on every Atlas analogue product being
hand-built to the very highest standard at
its own manufacturing plant in
Kilmarnock, Scotland.  Fiercely proud
of the high-performance of its products
and the value it offers its customers,
Atlas continues to develop new products

Atlas Cables

Atlas Cables
have no sound

‘signature’.
They just allow
the electronics

to perform at
their best
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Atlas Cables

on a regular basis, always looking to add
real improvements that will enhance a
user’s listening pleasure.

Atlas Cables offers a wide range of
products for use within a HiFi or AV
system.  From standard RCA-RCA
signal cables and complementary
speaker cables through to XLR, Din,
Digital (coaxial and optical), USB and
HDMI, Atlas’s wide range allows users
to retain the company’s design
philosophy throughout their systems.
Additional products that include the
company’s Zeno headphone replacement
cables and a range dedicated for use with
personal audio products also mean that
users can experience the same increased
performance when out and about.

As well as signal cables, Atlas also has a
wide range of power cables and power
management products.  By utilising the
same practises as developed for its signal

cables, Atlas’s range of Eos power
products continue with its philosophy of
reducing the amount of unwanted air-
bound interferences that affect delicate
audio signals (even via the mains
supply) thanks to its unique shielding
techniques.

The latest development from Atlas
introduces its Grun range of independent
earthing solutions.  This involves
connecting the cable screen to system
ground externally via an independent
grounding cable and directly to the home
ground point (earth). The results are
simply outstanding, with no circulating
current in the screens and no modulation
of the 0v at the screen connection point.
Therefore, the true capability of the
interconnect can be heard and crucially
demonstrated.  In the Atlas range, this
type of cable topology would be
represented by the Asimi and Mavros
Ultra Grun RCA interconnects.

So a little more about what makes Atlas
Cables special.

As we all know too acutely, businesses
face many challenges.  However, Atlas
feels it is essential to maintain the
quality and consistency of its products. It
is very easy for a brand to go to a Far
East supplier and buy off the shelf
solutions and simply rebrand what is
available. Atlas designs and
manufactures in house, which makes it a
very agile business and allows it to
respond to sales orders very quickly. It
also means it can assure quality.  Atlas
hand builds 95% of its products with its
staff signing each individual product
built by them so the company can
guarantee the build and sound quality
that its customers demand. Atlas
believes it is the only UK producer still
manufacturing entry level products
within the UK, which although being

Great British Brands At Munich
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great for the company and its customers,
is a pity for the UK audio industry.

Managing Director Kevin Kelly joined
Atlas in 2012 after running his own
small design consultancy and CI
business and this year will celebrate 30
years in the specialist HiFi industry. In
1987, he was designing thermal imaging
cameras for military use and fancied a
change so responded to a job
advertisement for Linn Smart
Computing (Rekursiv computing
project). He didn’t get that job but got
introduced to Bill Millar at Linn and due
to Kevin’s love of music (he has been

playing in a Brass Band for 45 year, at
least two nights per week!) and digital
design experience, he was asked to join
Linn as an electronics design engineer.
During his time at Linn, Kevin played a
big part in helping them develop their
digital design platform and helped
design and deliver their first ranges of
studio and consumer digital products -
Numerik (professional and domestic),
Karik and Mimik CD players etc.

Having been employed now in a sales
and marketing function for over 20
years, Kevin is proud that he still retains
his IEE membership, as at heart he is

Atlas Cables

The latest
development

from Atlas
introduces its
Grun range of

independent
earthing

solutions
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still an Electronics Engineer (C.Eng.).
The move to Atlas was obvious, as the
company engineer cable solutions for
people who simply want to get the purist
musical performance from their systems.
Atlas creates its products following
genuine design into conductors,
dielectrics and the best connections,
backed up by a commitment to
demonstrate these differences to
consumers and retailers alike. It’s a
passionate business, but one that can be
explained by the application of
technology.

Atlas believes that once you have heard
its products, from the entry level
Element range right up to the range-
topping Asimi range, users will gain an
immediate understanding of its
philosophy and appreciate the advances
in performance its products can offer any
audio or video system.  From the
materials used throughout its range to
the way they are implemented in the

design of its products, Atlas Cables only
use real engineering techniques and
solutions.  Rather than just say a product
sounds better, it understands the
principles of why and, importantly, can
explain the differences throughout its
product range.  This understanding
allows it to only introduce products that
it feels will improve performance.  After
all, it’s all about the music and nothing
but the music!

Atlas Cables Ltd.,
Unit 5, Block 8,
Moorfield Industrial Estate,
Troon Road,
Kilmarnock KA2 0BA
Scotland, UK

Call 0800 023 7370 (UK Only)
Call +44 (0) 1563 572666

Website: www.atlascables.com

Atlas Cables

Atlas believes that
once you have
heard its products,
from the entry
level Element
range right up to
the range-topping
Asimi range, users
will gain an
immediate
understanding of
its philosophy and
appreciate the
advances in
performance its
products can offer
any audio or video
system
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The Funk Firm



Munich 2017 – the reveal. This
Munich sees Funk at its most

ambitious. There, not just one but two
new arms will be on show.

LAB 2

LAB 2 (basically LAB “laboratory
standard” arm for transcription) is an
elaborately configured, thread bearing
multi-featured and highly capable arm. It
is the next model up from FX3, which
itself has been so warmly received from
many different quarters and on the
forums. LAB 2 has evolved from FX3 in
that it utilises more advanced
technologies.

LAB 2’s bearing is a filament based,
friction free design (pat pend) and takes
Funk’s thread bearing concept to a new
level to produce a full frictionless
performance. i.e It is free to move in all
directions.

Another feature is how it applies the bias
and Azimuth. It is great fun to hear your
signal just “snap” perfectly into focus.

Unsurprising it uses our now famous
F  X technology for the arm beam but
with LAB 2, the tube itself has moved
up a level and is ceramic coated

aluminium. This endows the tube with
even greater inherent rigidity than before
– It is a truism that you just can’t have
too much rigidity.

A side-pillar design further enhances
usability and provides for dynamic
Vertical Tracking Adjustment of the
arm.

All of this comes together in allowing
full precise setup when it delivers a
wide, open sound stage, a very free low
frequency performance and pin point
imaging.

Priced at £3, 300, LAB 2 is a very
complete design.

Although you might think that would be
enough Funk has never been one to shy
away from controversy, which brings us
to the remarkable AK 1.

We like to describe AK 1 as:

“The Record Cutter…in Reverse”.

After all, isn’t that is what we want to do
when we replay our records? We want to
undo what was done.

We don’t think anyone has ever gone
about this task in quite this way.

The Funk Firm
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AK 1 has been Arthur Khoubesserian’s
obsessive dream child for the past 12
years and we believe it is the best
passive arm that one can conceive.

12 years is when the question of arm
tracking and true faultless transcription
was first explored. There, just one
problem alone took some two years to
solve and required going back to the
record cutter to overcome, hence the
strap-line: “The Record Cutter…in
Reverse”, for that is what AK 1 is
intended to do.

This then became the genesis for one of
the main feature components for AK 1
and now is also “pat pending”.

AK 1 might look pretty radical and you
might think you are already looking at
the “patent ending” aspect but there you
would be wrong.

Every single aspect of the design has
been explored, questioned, rejected.

AK 1’s features go from a state of the art
laser sintered ceramic F  X arm beam,
through the titanium filament controlled
zero-tracking system, the selection of a

radial arm as opposed to a so-called
tangential tracking arm and so on.

As far as is humanly possible, nothing
has been left to chance.

Everything comes together to produce a
product of that combines the best of
modern technology with the height of
human ingenuity genuinely borne of 40
years of experience.

There is a white paper on AK 1 and we
invite you to read it to understand more
of what it takes to create this most odd
artefact, the passive pickup arm – the
product that historically has arguably
been the weakest component in the
audio chain!

Each AK 1 will be hand made by Arthur
himself and signed by him.

The production run will limited to just
100 pieces world-wide.

A partnering turntable will be made
available next year.

With Munich chosen for the formal
launch for these products, it will be the
first time anyone outside of Funk will be

The Funk Firm
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able to see either product in reality;
showing actual photographs of them in
advance here defeats that objective of a
true “launch”.

For now then and in order to whet your
appetite we enclose CGI images of each
arm. This also holds for our website.
After Munich the CGIs will be replaced
by photographs.

To coincide with this feature laden
launch, Funk’s old website has now
been taken down and consigned to
history. A new website will be going
live “by” Monday.

(We apologise for this strange gap but
the delay is due to legal requirements
imposed by the “pat pending” referred to
above. Patent applications must be filed
before any information can be made
public)

The Funk Firm
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As if that wasn’t enough, both Vector
and Saffire with Kinetik Kradle will also
be on show for the first time.

At Munich you will be able to purchase
Funk-cessories:

Achromats, Bo1ngs and the new “The
Lift”, end-of-side arm lift.

We look forward to seeing those of you
who can make it to Munich this year.

For those who cannot make Munich, you
will be able to read more about the all
products in forthcoming reviews and as
information gets released on various
sites and channels in the coming months.

After Munich, Funk will be represented
at Cranage.

There is also a special public day-event
in sunny Sussex in July with a select

group of British companies, Funk,
Gekko, Vivid and Mola Mola. Although
all are invited but this is not a free-for-
all. Ticketed, you will be able to have an
experience tailored to your wishes and
needs.

Please see our website for more details
and information nearer the time.

The Funk Firm
Unit 2, EPS
Denton Island
Newhaven
BN9 9BA

Call 44 (0)7846 798367

Website: www.thefunkfirm.co.uk

The Funk Firm
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Graham Slee At Hifi
System Components



Professional electronics engineer
Graham Slee has been involved in

circuit design, manufacturing research
and development, broadcast audio and
high fidelity since 1974. In 1998 he
established the company Graham Slee
Projects Ltd to manufacture and market
his designs of phono pre-amplifers and
headphone amplifiers. The company is
now called HiFi System Components
Ltd and the product line has expanded to
include DACs and power amplifiers as
well as a range of highly successful
interconnects and loudspeaker cables.

Graham’s philosophy has always been to
strive for the most natural sound – that is
high fidelity to the original recording,
and is keen to distinguish between this
and the more common “hi-fi” approach
of producing an exciting though
ultimately inaccurate and fatiguing
experience.

The Graham Slee product range initially
started with the Gram Amp – an
inexpensive phono pre-amplifier
designed to get the most out of LP
playback. It’s successor the Gram Amp
2 Communicator is still in the range
today, as is the Era Gold V phono amp.
Initially launched in 2002 as a wide-

band design, it was declared
“miraculous” by Michael Fremer of
Stereophile and Analog Planet and
remains today one of his reference
devices. Though due to be retired, the
design is still in demand.

Moving coil cartridge devotees were not
left out. The Elevator-EXP step-up
amplifier overcomes the disadvantages
that step-up transformers have (hum,
distortion and signal “theft”) and
provides different loading settings for all
low output cartridges. The wide-band
approach to phono amp design was
developed further for the Reflex phono
amps (MM and MC versions), and in
2016 a new – and patented – approach to
phono amp design was released in the
Accession MM phono amp.

The Accession originated from the
understanding that all RIAA stages (for
magnetic cartridges) are "integrators",
although it might not be all that obvious.
No matter how it's done - passively;
actively; or a bit of both - their function
boils down to an integrator. Why should
this be important? In RIAA (and earlier
record EQ) the music (the signal)
undergoes a "folding" and "unfolding"
process where frequency bands are

boosted or cut, so that nonlinearities of
record cutting and phono cartridge are
made to fit. Few people realise that the
output of a magnetic cartridge has a 45
degree upward slope - the manufacturers
always show it after it's corrected to flat
by the phono stage they're using! So, it's
quite complicated.

The phono stage therefore has two
functions: 1. to integrate the cartridge
response (turn it flat); and 2. to equalise
the record itself. But virtually all phono
stages deal with both functions - or bits
of both - as if they're somehow
combined and all due to the vinyl. A
very complicated form of "stepped
integrator" is the result, with numerous
compromises.

The Accession recognises they're two
different functions, independent of each
other, and equalises each function
separately: first the cartridge, then the
record. It pulls apart the equation and
solves each part separately and simply.
The result is a highly satisfying sound
which can sound much more true to life.

In the Accession the equalization of the
cartridge and the record is treated in two
distinct steps for more accurate, and
therefore natural sounding results. Add
in an extra, variable output for driving a
power amplifier directly (or going to an
ADC for ripping vinyl), British and
American EQ curves in addition to
RIAA, variable loading and mono
switch, and in the words of John
Hoffman in his review on Positive
Feedback (17th December 2016) :

“When it comes to the typical audiophile
characteristics that hobbyists are
interested in, the Accession certainly
checks all the boxes. This phono stage
spreads out a wonderful soundstage,
tightly focuses performers and
instruments, and has a low noise floor
that allows for the subtle details of a
recording to shine through. . . . .

Graham Slee At Hifi System Components
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“Since this phono stage can be used in a
minimalist system that specializes in
analog playback, I figured I should see
what this is all about. What I discovered
is that the Accession has plenty of
output to successfully control an
amplifier. I never found myself short
changed in any aspect of the music, as I
had plenty of gain, low noise floor,
expressive dynamic shading, sound-
stage, or any other meaningful descriptor
of an audio presentation we use.”

A moving coil variant of the Accession
is currently under development.

Graham Slee’s analogue electronics
reputation was not only built on phono
amps. His headphone amplifiers have
been best sellers and recommended
components right from the start. From
the portable Voyager to the flagship
Solo Ultra Linear Diamond Edition via
the Novo discrete on the way, users of
all types of headphones are guaranteed a
class-leading performance – with
headsets from IEMs to power hungry
planar models.  All feature great stereo
imaging, with depth, dynamics and
clarity to complement any kind of
music. Like all of Graham’s products,
they just get out of the way of the music.

A headphone amplifier has to
accomplish a number of things to be a
success with the listener. It isn't about
power. Headphones aren't loudspeakers.
They only need milliwatts to sound loud.
So 10, or 5, or even 1 watt, is a waste.
What matters most is the amp's ability to
drive the range of impedances different
headphones present. In a stable manner,
and with as little distortion as possible.
Because your ears are so closely coupled
to your headphones - intimately with
IEMs - you will easily hear distortion.
Some might consider distortion as
giving a nice warm sound, but most
people hear it as it is, an unwelcome
intrusion into their listening pleasure.
The opposite of stability is instability,
and amplifiers often "walk a fine line"
between the two, and that's because the
load - the headphones - can send them
close to oscillation - causing a note to
"ring" and become highly coloured.
Coloration is a distortion just as much as
THD and IMD. You simply don't want
these upsetting your listening pleasure.
The Solo Ultra-Linear Diamond Edition
is designed for high load stability as well
as ultra-low distortion, making it
suitable for the widest range of
headphone impedances. But most of all,
it takes a leaf out of the valve book: the

solid state Solo Ultra-Linear Diamond
Edition has an extended open-loop
frequency response, and uses only a
small amount of negative feedback - just
like a valve amplifier. This results in a
wholesome sound which isn’t all
leading-edge which solid-state usually
does. Instead you’ll hear all the timbre
of voices and instruments. And coupled
with its fast slew-rate it will easily keep
time with the tempo of all the music you
can throw at it. And fast enough to
capture every bit of imaging information
making it present a believable sound
stage too!

HiFi System Components don’t only
make analogue components. Two DACs
appear in the product roster. A portable
USB DAC – the Bitzie – acts as an audio
interface, headphone amp, and USB to
S/PDIF converter.

Keep it simple and straightforward...

"The KISS principle states that most
systems work best if they are kept
simple rather than made complicated;
therefore simplicity should be a key goal
in design and unnecessary complexity
should be avoided." (Wikipedia)

So Graham Slee designed the Majestic
pre/DAC that way. It all runs in

Graham Slee At Hifi System Components
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hardware mode, so it just keeps playing.
There is no microprocessor to generate
circuit noise. There is no remote control
circuitry placing its spikes on the
internal power supplies. Nothing to go
wrong. It's high oversampling filters
make it possible to use smooth analogue
filters which differ greatly to what
DACs usually offer:

1. their inherently fast slew-rate captures
every part of the musical waveform

2. their inverting topology does away
with common-mode distortion

3. the filters operate balanced to
complement the DAC chip balanced
output, cancelling noise

4. they use our ultra-linear technique
which gives true 180 degree local
negative feedback at the most sensitive
hearing frequencies

5. the filters won't "saturate" and distort
on the loudest passages

It has no "buzzers and bells" or fancy
lighting, but musically it is probably the
most analogue sounding DAC you will
ever hear. And it has an analogue input
which will enable you to judge that for
yourself.  Janine Elliot of HiFiPig said:

“This is a Rolls or Bentley with real
wood veneer not carbon fibre, and super
soft suspension, not spine shattering
hardness. This product oozes quality and
musicality with a useful analogue input
thrown in. Yes, there are cheaper DACs
out there, but this one is musical where
many out there might just be telling you
fibs.”

And Geoff Husband of TNT-Audio said:

“. . . I tried running the CD42 direct into
the S/PDIF 192k input. Holy crap what a
difference... This was really a 'I can't
believe this' moment. The thing sounded
like the speakers had been taken out
from their hiding place 1m apart on a
shelf and set-up 3 m apart on proper
stands – I can think of no better
description – a system that really serves
as background only became analytical
and musical in one moment.”

Our users have also had their say on the
Majestic:

“My impression is of a very ‘grown up’
musical signature without any trace of
digital harshness. I have not experienced
that before from CDs or digital files.
Dynamics, attack and timing are also
spot on, nothing is overblown or lacking.
It is extremely ‘realistic’ sounding.”

“Nearly a week in to using the Majestic
as preamp in addition to DAC. It's
changed. Not enough "o"s in smooth to
describe it (thanks for the line, Sherman
Potter). Bass is tighter and a little
deeper, but the extra texture (I use that
word a lot in describing this thing) is a
winner.”

To complete the product line up,
Graham Slee introduced a mono block
power amplifier – the Proprius. These
diminutive power amps – which are
linear-class AB (not D or T) – deliver a
continuous 25 watts into 8 ohms or 45
watts into 4 ohms. In practice they sound
a lot louder than these numbers suggest.
The volume control on the Proprius can
be parked at 100% when driven with a
pre-amp – such as the Majestic DAC, or
even Accession phono amp, or can be
used as a proper volume control when
used with a fixed output source such as a
CD player or standard phono amp for a
truly minimalist high quality system.

A Proprius dual-mono set will surprise
you at just how loud they will go.
They'll also surprise you at how clear
and clean they sound. Per amp, and with
120 power supply watts, the Proprius are
rated at 25 watts into 8 Ohms, or 45
watts into 4 Ohms. As well as filling

Graham Slee At Hifi System Components
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your room with music, they will handle
the most demanding of floor standing
speakers whose impedances can dip
surprisingly low. Where some amps will
give up and distort, the Proprius keep
driving.

You'd expect such dinky amps to be
class D or T, but not these! They're real
class AB with rugged 15 Amp 30 MHz
output transistors. They're made mono
and they're made small so they can be
fixed to the back of a speaker, and use
long line-level balanced cables into their
XLR inputs. But they're equally at home
in the rack driven single ended or
balanced. Because of their volume
controls you can use them for the most
minimal single source system. But if not,
then just park them up-full, and drive
them from a preamp. What really sets
these apart from other amps is their
voltage amplifier stage. Normally in a
power amp the voltage amp and output
stages cannot exist without each other.
In the Proprius they can, and it means
that only a little negative feedback is
required to polish and compliment the
performance of each stage. The voltage
amp also features our ultra-linear
treatment, which pulls-off the same
"trick" as valves. It has an extended
open-loop frequency response so you
can wave goodbye to the hard bitty
solid-state leading-edge sound. They just
sound so real - so natural - and
soundstage the way nature intended.

Reviewer Janine Elliot wrote in Hifi Pig:

“This is about music; this is real class
Ab – not D or T; this is about ease of
listening, and an amazingly good
amount of audio level despite the low
power numbers; all those sudden bursts
that many an amp needs hundreds of
Watts in reserve to deliver with any
meaning, are catered for with comfort
here, even when I connected them to my
83dB sensitivity 15ohm LS3/5a
speakers. . . This had grunt, with an

exceptionally dynamic and energetic
soundstage from the deepest lows to the
tizzling tops. . . That this 21st Century
£1299 all-in package can sound as good
as it does is indicative of Slee’s
compulsion with creating the very best. .
. This is real class in a pint pot, and well
worth the price.”

Graham Slee’s electronics are all about
giving exceptional performances at their
various price points – with true fidelity
to the music source. Development of
these products utilized his own
interconnects which have blossomed
into a range catering for every
eventuality. From the CuSat50 series to
the innovative Lautus, users have often
replaced much more expensive
interconnects with Graham’s. John
Marks, in Positive Feedback (19th
March 2017) wrote:

“My summing up is just about the same
as my first impression: Graham Slee's
Lautus interconnect cable is inherently
musical; neutral but by no means boring;
and, in large part owing to the
company's business model, it represents
exceptional value for money. Highly
recommended.”

The Spatia loudspeaker cable has been
just as enthusiastically received. One
user wrote:

“I've posted elsewhere about tremendous
sound the Proprii give out - full bodied,
dynamic and detailed. Now with the
addition of the Spatia it's as though the

handbrake has been taken off and the
full performance of these amps realised.
Without going into reviewer-speak (too
much): the sound stage now spreads
farther out from the speakers, the tonal
colours of instruments seem more
"saturated" (pre-digital photography fans
think Kodachrome over Ektachrome),
the bass response of my PMCs has
finally been revealed, and the toe-
tapping quotient raised yet another notch
or two. With well recorded tracks vocals
have an immediacy and presence, and
solo instruments a holographic image
that floats free of the speakers. Fantastic
stuff . . .”

Graham Slee’s products are made in
Yorkshire in the UK to order by Graham
and his two colleagues. His user forum
operates a no-obligation loan scheme in
the UK, Western Europe, US, Canada,
and Australia for prospective purchasers
to try out products in their own system.
Some 50,000 products have been sold
worldwide since 1998.

Hifi System Components Ltd
6 Buttercross Drive
Little Houghton, S72 0HS
England

Call +44 (0) 1909 568739
Call +44 (0) 7947 107188
Call +44 (0) 1226 755328

Website:
www.hifisystemcomponents.com
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Harbeth



This year, British loudspeaker
company, Harbeth, celebrates a

significant milestone – their 40th
anniversary.  A success story with the
BBC legacy at its roots, Harbeth was
founded in 1977 by the BBC’s senior
engineer Dudley Harwood and has been
guided by owner and designer Alan
Shaw, for thirty years.

Adverts in the hi-fi press at the brand’s
launch announced the debut HL Monitor
(Mk1), built around Harwood’s newly-
patented polypropylene-coned bass-
midrange woofer, the world's first. It
played louder, handled more power, was

more sensitive, had a far tighter bass and
lower coloration than the earlier BBC
monitors with their first generation
bextrene plastic cones.

Material science and loudspeaker design
rarely cross paths, but when they do,
magic can happen. Shortly before
Harwood’s retirement he was introduced
to an entirely new type of plastic which
had acoustic properties far more suited
to precision loudspeakers than the
general purpose polypropylene polymer.
The challenge was - and is - to mould
the new material into speaker cones.
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The technical limitations of
polypropylene as a speaker material are
from its rubbery molecular structure,
which damps microtonal energy in the
reproduced sound. This stripping-out the
‘airiness’ and freshness in reproduced
music. It was Shaw’s determination to
drive-up the sonic performance of
Harbeth speakers applying the new cone
material  - RADIAL™ - that established

Harbeth as a global presence, famed for
natural sound.

The entire design process at Harbeth is
based on an appreciation of how musical
instruments - and voice - actually sound
live. With reduced exposure by society
to live acoustic sound there is a growing
misconception about musical tonality,
and this manifests in the sonic
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performance of too many contemporary
speakers.

Harbeth is truly different. Not only a
speaker brand, its represents an
alternative philosophy of sound, one
which promotes the musicians to their
rightful place at the heart of the home
system. There’s a stronger, clearer, more
believable connection with the
performers thanks to Harbeth’s
exclusive RADIAL™ cone technology.
Many users admit that owning Harbeth
is a decision that they regret not making
many years, and equipment changes,
ago. The final speakers for the serious
listener.

In celebration of their 40th anniversary
this year, Harbeth have so far launched
two new ultimate editions of two models

- the SHL5plus and the flagship, the
M40.2. The beautiful features of these
editions include; a stunning walnut
veneer, the latest WBT-nextgen binding
posts, a new-look super-tweeter with
protection bar on the SHL5plus and
British-made audio grade poly
capacitors. To celebrate the
sophistication of these models, each
speaker is identified by the exclusive
Harbeth 40th Anniversary limited
edition front and back badges, and a new
magnetic anniversary grille badge.

Harbeth has now revealed that a new
model will make its debut at the High
End Munich show this May in Hall 3
N08. Further details are yet to be
announced but will follow in the run up
to the show.

The M40.2 40th anniversary model will
also be on demo at the MOC in the
impressive Atrium 4.2 E213  room, in
collaboration with German Harbeth
distributor, Input Audio, Skylan stands,
Magnum Dynalab and again with
turntable guru Martina Schöner, who
will showcase the sound of her
impressive turntable to the delight of the
listeners. Analogue or digital sources,
Harbeth produce a fantastic open, fresh,
dynamic sound.

For the Harbeth team, just one reason
that the Munich show is so enjoyable is
that it brings cultures together. Alan
Shaw, Designer and owner, says - “I am
constantly surprised by the extreme
variety of music that Harbeth owners
listen to. It's fascinating for me, as a
designer, to personally experience how

Harbeth
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music I've never heard of before sounds
fantastic on Harbeth speakers. Many of
our visitors are amateur musicians and
they are very sensitive to natural sound.
It’s a great tribute to Harbeth speakers to
have the public say such nice things after
listening so attentively for what is often
an hour or more. Welcome again!”

Harbeth users through Europe and the
wider world are bonded by a common
love of of music. From the safety and

comfort of their living rooms, Harbeth’s
unique loudspeakers can transport the
listener to the furthest corners of the
musical globe. A world under their
personal control. Lovingly crafted in a
unique combination of tradition and
technology produces the natural sound
Harbeth are famous for worldwide.

40 years on and Harbeth are still the
world’s best-loved loudspeakers!

Harbeth
3 Enterprise Park
Lindfield
Haywards Heath
West Sussex
RH16 2LH
England

Call +44 (0)1444 484371

Website: www.harbeth.co.uk
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Living Voice



This year at Munich high-end 2017
Living Voice will be showing two

loudspeaker systems, both with a Kondo
M77 pre-amplifier and a pair of Gakuoh
push-pull power amplifiers, fitted with
Living Voice 300B power valves. The
main system will be set up on two of our
new (yet to be named), equipment
tables, developed in conjunction with
UK based Natural Audio Structures.

The main system features the Vox
Palladian and Palladian Basso horn

loudspeaker system. Weighing in at
800kgs this is a 5-way fully horn loaded
design, housed in two pairs of
enclosures with a bandwidth of 20Hz to
45kHz. The Palladian Basso Bass bass
system is a folded exponential horn
driven by a pair of long throw high
power drivers with reinforced paper
diaphragms. These drivers are powered
by a 500watt MOSFET bass amplifier
with 36dB/octave low pass filtering and
modest EQ covering the frequency range

20-70Hz, where it crosses over to the
Vox Palladian. The Vox Palladian
covers the lions share of the frequency
range, operating from 70Hz upwards
with a sensitivity of 105dB/w @1m.

The Low frequency drive unit is the
Vitavox 151. This is a massively
constructed 15" bass driver designed
specifically for horn loading. It uses a
2.1kg AlNiCo magnet to focus 1.4 Tesla
onto the small 57mm diameter voice
coil. This motor system drives a very
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light (45gm) straight sided paper pulp
diaphragm with extreme precision. The
driver is loaded into the folded
exponential horn geometry through a
phase correction plug that ensures that
the integrity of the pressure wave at the
diaphragm is preserved at the mouth of
the horn. This mid bass system operates
from 70Hz to 400Hz.

The mid frequency drive unit is the
Vitavox S2 compression driver with
proprietary diaphragm of chemically
hardened aluminium, also made by
Vitavox. Its 1.4 Tesla AlNiCo magnet
drives a featherweight 3" diameter
aluminium diaphragm of just 50 microns
thickness. This driver is coupled to a
radial exponential horn development
through a complex phase correction
plug. This driver system operates
between 400Hz and 5kHz with
dispersion at crossover of 90 degrees
horizontally, and 120 degrees vertically.

The high Frequency drive unit is a
Living Voice modified TAD TD-2002.
This employs a 48mm Beryllium
diaphragm formed by a process of high
purity vacuum evaporation that weighs
only 0.13 of a g. This driver uses a
power ALNiCo magnet that produces a
flux density of 19.5K Gauss. It is loaded
to a unique proprietary Living Voice
horn geometry that is machined from
LG2 bronze. The high frequency system
is operating 5 kHz and 15kHz.

Ultra High frequency drive unit is the
Vitavox T9: It uses a 1kg AlNiCo
magnet with 1.4 Tesla to energise a tiny
30 micron thick aluminium ring. It uses
a symmetrical exponential horn with
bullet shaped phase plug providing
output from 15kHz to 40 kHz with 30
degrees of horizontal and vertical
dispersion. This unit has been developed
specifically for the Living Voice Vox

Living Voice
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Palladian loudspeaker system in
conjunction with Vitavox.

The cabinets are constructed from  a
custom made sub-straight comprised of
calibrated laminations of beech
hardwood, a material chosen through a
process of iterative development due to
its natural sound and geometric stability.
The cabinets are finished in an open
grain English Walnut and laid to a
striking sunburst motif.  All of the
bronze work is finished in a rich mottled
chocolate through an artisanal process of
hand patination and Carnauba wax.

The second system features our classic
2-way MTM floor standing loudspeaker;
the OBX-RW3. A design that has
evolved progressively over the past 25
years and is now in its third iteration. It
now features proprietary drive units
throughout that are made for us by
Scanspeak, including a new HF unit
made specifically for Living Voice on
their Revelator chassis, a significantly
improved cabinet, a redesigned

crossover filter with revised crossover
points, and new capacitor technology.
The new OBX-RW3 retains its high 94
db/w sensitivity and exceedingly benign
impedance characteristic to deliver all of
the classic virtues of the original RW,
but with greater scale, energy and
freedom. The performance in both
musical terms and strict sound quality
terms is a major step forward on what
was already a celebrated design. This
electronics in the OBX-RW3 system will
be set up on the Living Voice G8
equipment table.

Living Voice - E220 Atrium 4.

Living Voice
Definitive Audio Ltd.
Long Eaton
UK
NG10 4QE

Call 44 (0)115 9733222

Website: www.livingvoice.co.uk
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PMC



PMC, global leader in the
manufacture of audiophile and

professional loudspeakers, will be giving
show visitors the chance to get right to
the core of its design philosophy with
products from its SE range and twenty5
series on demonstration, additions to its
UK distributed AVM range, plus a
major new product introduction.

In Atrium 4.1 room F123, PMC will be
demonstrating the mighty MB2 XBD
SE, the domestic version of its well-
respected studio monitoring system the
MB2 XBD Active, used by recording
professionals across the world.  With its

twin 12” (300mm) radial bass drivers,
24dB crossover and the renowned PMC
75 midrange driver, the MB2 brings the
realism, dynamics and authenticity of
the studio into the home. The SE series
has recently undergone a transformation
with new veneers that complement the
latest trends in interior decoration and
customer requirements. The worlds most
discerning audiophiles can now specify
SE models, in active or passive guise, in
Vintage Walnut, Amarone, Natural Oak
and Black Ash veneer. The source and
amplification will be provided by AVM
and Bryston.
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On static display the flagship BB5 SE
and slightly smaller sibling, the IB2 SE,
will show off the rest of the SE range.

Over in Atrium 3.1, room C113, PMC
and AVM have joined forces to present
the twenty5 series and AVM30 range;
two product groups introduced to
celebrate the two companies’ and
25th and 30th anniversaries respectively.

The five strong, award-winning, PMC
twenty5 series, used to partner the
AVM30, features a multitude of
innovations, including a key
development achieved as a result of
research into aerodynamics originally

conducted for PMC’s flagship studio
monitors, the QB1 - the reference at the
world famous Capitol Studios, LA.  In
keeping with all PMC products, the
foundation of the twenty5 series is
Advanced Transmission Line bass
loading, which has been radically
improved and enhanced with the new
Laminair vent technology. As with
motor racing, from where Oliver
Thomas, PMC’s head of design, gained
his knowledge of aerodynamics, the aim
is to reduce turbulence and drag, which
reduces resistance and increases
efficiency. The result is the Laminair
aerodynamic vent, which creates a
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smooth laminar airflow as it exits the
line. The audible effects are obvious
with a faster, higher definition bass with
accurate timing and dynamics, without
unwanted air noise.

The range comprises two stand mount
speakers, the two-way twenty5.21 and
twenty5.22 and three floor-standing
models: the What Hi-Fi? “Best
Floorstander £2000+” award winning
twenty5.23, the twenty5.24 (both two-
way) and the three-way twenty5.26,
which features the proven PMC
50mm soft dome midrange. The 27mm
tweeter is common to all models, with
the 21 and 23 sharing the
5”/140mm long-throw g-weave bass
driver, with a 6 ½”/170mm variant used
in the 22 and 24, and a
7”/177mm version in the range-topping
twenty5.26.

Further highlighting the core design
methodology of PMC will be one of the
company’s most significant ever
product releases. Without doubt raising
some surprised reactions, the product to
be unveiled at High End is the
fulfilment of a long held desire of
PMC’s founder and owner, Peter
Thomas. Atrium 4.1 room F123,
alongside the SE range, is the venue for
this not-to-be-missed reveal.

The Professional Monitor
Company Limited
Holme Court
BIGGLESWADE
SG18 9ST
United Kingdom

Call +44 (0)1767 686300

Website: www.pmc-speakers.com
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Quadraspire



In the early 1990’s there were very
few companies producing audio

equipment racks. When it came to
selling or perish the thought,
demonstrating one, it would be from
limited choice. Cables were becoming a
big thing and the effects that they had on
a system were starting to be recognised
but the humble rack was mainly
overlooked. The designs on offer were
very conservative and the products
tended to be utilitarian. Most materials
were steel for the construction and MDF
for the shelves.

Other designs offered glass at a premium
with suggestions of improving
performance further. They were not very
imaginative or modular and most
designs had an off the peg look and feel.
It seemed that little thought was given to

using materials to increase the acoustic
performance of the rack, to optimise
the performance of the HI Fi equipment
on it.

 Audio equipment is affected by
resonances and the componentry inside
is microphonic. Just as a high quality
cable will transfer the delicate signal
information, a poor support or none at
all, will allow a bad signal into the audio
chain as the component cannot dissipate
energy. The larger the system in terms of
components the more cumulative the
effect. A system will amplify and carry
all signals both good or bad to the end
(loudspeakers). The higher quality the
support and its ability to deal with these
issues leads to a more accurate musical
reproduction. There is an old hifi
expression of rubbish in, rubbish out.

Quadraspire
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However no one mentioned throwing in
more rubbish en route. This is why parts
of the system that are often considered
an afterthought such as stands and
cables, should be part of the system
heirarchy. Therefore making a well
balanced and great sounding HiFi.

In 1995 Quadraspire launched a totally
different Hi Fi rack called the Q4 . This
was a rack that delivered acoustic
performance with form and function. A
modular design that was easily
changeable to suit upgrades. By using
non ferrous metals and curved shelves it
both looked and sounded good. The
design has had a few modifications but

the original size and construction
remains unchanged over 20 years later.

In 2011 the Q4 was modified to the Q4
EVO. With the underside of the shelves
engineereed to enhance acoustic
performance  whilst keeping the same
appearance. The newer Q4EVO has a
more natural sound, by lowering the
mass of the shelf futher and breaking up
the underside it was noticeably better
than its predecessor.

In 2007 the SVT was launched. A rack
designed for larger Hi Fi systems, using
curved columns to reduce resonance and
vented shelves to reduce standing waves
and free access of airflow. This offered a

greater level of performance over the
Q4EVO for larger systems. A brass
insert is pressed in under tension which
‘floats’ the shelf off the columns. Again
using different non-ferrous metals
together to achieve better performance.
The Custom version of the SVT called
the SV2T is a double width version for
larger multi box systems.

While looking at developing a rack for
the 20th anniversary Quadraspire
looked at diffrerent options and started
testing different more exotic materials
and metals.

In 2015 the X reference was launched, a
top of the range rack for acoustic
performance. Again lots of research was
done to find optimum materials and
forms for acoustic excellence. The X
was designed with the bronze upgrade
using the knowledge of non ferrous
metals, aluminium, brass and bronze
which sound better and more natural.
Quadraspire’s research has shown that
softer metals sound less harsh and work
well with wood such as bamboo. The X
shelf is made from Laminated Bamboo
coated in Nextel for damping without
adding mass. Each X shelf is supporting
by 44mm concave Aluminium columns.
The Xreference uses a larger diameter
column and thread to lock the X shelves
together for increased rigidity. The
curved shape of the column further
improves performance by avoiding
parallel lines and reducing standing
waves and mass.

At the heart of the Xreference rack are
the solid Bronze feet and spike locators.
These two components have been
specifically tuned to deliver the most
natural performance on the Xreference.
This results in a rack that makes
equipment perform to a surprising level,
offering a very low noise floor for
greater definition of music and opening
up the soundstage in all dimensions.

Quadraspire
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The next direction was to look at a
solution for Hi-Fi users that don’t have
the option or flexibility of a rack. The
SOUNDSTAGE was launched earlier
this year, a simple and cost effective
solution that turns any piece of furniture
into a rack. A thin single piece of
bamboo with small bronze feet offer an
improvement to turntable, CD players
and streamers alike.

Originally most of the production was
outsourced, but over the years it was
easier to bring manufacturing in house
as the product range started to grow to
maintain control over quality. One of the
advantages means, ideas and designs
come to life very quickly. This makes R
and D and testing a much faster process.
All of the racks are designed, tested and
made in house by skilled craftsmen.

Similar to cables, now twenty years on
there are lots of manufacturers of
Hi Fi racks. However Quadraspire has
built a reputation for excellence
and innovation in its market. Japan,
America, Europe and Australia are some
of the biggest markets, as well as being
sold throughout the UK.  Quality control
and customer satisfaction are incredibly

important.  Quadraspire is always
striving to meet the Hi Fi lover’s needs
and to increase their enjoyment of their
system.

 As a small company of eight employees
based in between Bath and Bristol, one
advantage is the company is very
approachable and as all the work is

carried out in house they are able to
offer flexibility in additional tiers,
custom shelves, bronze upgrades and
colour finishes.

Quadraspire now produce a range of
Hi Fi supports from wall brackets to
speaker stands. AV tables and media
storage, accessories and upgrades for all
your Hi Fi needs.

The Quadraspire range will be on
display at Munich with a static display
and a demonstration room too. A new
product the company has spent over 2
years working on will be shown for the
first time.

Quadraspire Limited
Unit 2 Hallatrow Business Park
Wells Road
Hallatrow
BS39 6EX
England

Call: +44 (0)1761 452178

Website : www. quadraspire.co.uk
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Tellurium Q



The last two years have been
something of a revelation for the

small Tellurium Q® team. The Silver
Diamond cables have been so well
received by owners and reviewers alike.
From developing them we have been
able to put that understanding back into
cables like the Black II speaker cable,
which is getting some seriously great
feedback from people who have heard it,
compared to the old Black cable that
Tellurium Q® first started out with.

The comparisons between the Black II
and the old Black are almost a metaphor
for the development of the entire team at
Tellurium Q®.  The Black II has more
body and is far more detailed and
sophisticated to listen to, bringing more
of your music to life naturally. That is
where we are focused. Having
developed a strong following and brand

presence in Europe and been surprised
by the incredible reception with media
and customers in Thailand we are now
looking at offering Tellurium Q®
initially to Vietnam, Malaysia, and
Korea as our next concerted step.
Hopefully we will find good dealers and
distributors in those countries to help
with our next phase of development.

So what’s so special about Tellurium
Q®? What is the “story” to give
customers, a hook, a reason to listen
when there are so many companies
claiming big things? Why should people
believe that we have a genuinely
different approach? Yes, a client can
hear this is true within seconds of
listening, yes, Tellurium Q® have
amassed many product awards and even
reviewers, like Jeff Dorgay from Tone
Audio, are commenting “Great to see
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that so many of us in the press agree on
how great these cables are! That should
send a strong message to the public”.
However, the big problem is giving
people a reason to want to listen having
not yet heard the cable without giving
the whole blue print of “how to” to our
competitors.

Paradoxically the faster that front end
components like DACs etc improve, and
they certainly are getting better year on
year, then the more important your
cabling becomes. In order to develop
better cabling we have taken a very
realistic approach to our research and
treat cables exactly as they need to be
treated.  This is going to upset some
people but it is the undeniable and
scientific truth, all cables from any
manufacturer act as electronic filters.

Please understand we use the word filter
as its scientific definition and not
necessarily as something being “filtered
out” like with a mechanical sieve. We
are primarily focused on removing the
smearing of frequencies through a
timing shift, and by doing this you get
better clarity and transparency from
Tellurium Q® cables.

“A filter is an electrical network that
alters the amplitude and/or phase

characteristics of a signal with respect to
frequency. Ideally, a filter will not add
new frequencies to the input signal, nor
will it change the component frequencies
of that signal, but it will change the
relative amplitudes of the various
frequency components and/or their
phase relationships.”

Source: National Semiconductor
Corporation

This is true of anything a signal passes
through, in fact anything in the signal
path.

a. Forget the cable is an electronic filter
(completely in the face of science) and
compromise by having a smeared sound

or

b. Do something about it and engineer as
clear and phase neutral a path for the
signal as possible to get the most
transparent sound that current
technology will  allow, and preserve the
original signal phase relations as much
as possible.

Unfortunately, it is not as easy as just
looking at a chart of materials and
simply picking the one with the best
conductivity. If that were the case, then
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you would put some silver wire in place
and the job would be done.

Some time ago, we had some pure silver
connectors manufactured and like all our
developments, tested them in a double
blind situation. These we put against
silver plated connectors using various
base metal mixes and various
thicknesses of plating. The pure silver
performed worse than a plated connector
with a “certain” thickness of plating. It
was sluggish and almost muffled by
comparison.

The more you focus on the fact that you
are working with an electronic filter,
then the easier it becomes to craft a
much more transparent and natural
sounding cable, engineering each part of
the signal path to minimise distortion.
But there is a huge downside to this, as
every little detail of the constituents used
and construction has to be tested in
multiple configurations….and of course,
listened to.

The cable construction becomes more
complex, using multiple stranded

conductors of slightly differing materials
and various dielectric materials and
geometries. We have to pay attention to
every part of each of our processes.
Even using non-industry standard solder
mixes varied between cables. Raw
ingredients for the construction are
highly specified, as are plating
thicknesses, even down to specifying
what chemicals should or should not be
included in a plating bath. There is no
single “magic bullet”, attention needs to
be paid to every last detail to balance the
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various signal frequencies to ensure that
your system can perform at its best.

Many of our connectors are now a
specific grade of Tellurium, Copper and
the hidden secret for all these years was
in plain view all the time. The “Q” of
Tellurium Q® is the letter denoting the
quality factor in electronic filters. The
reason for this, is that if you do not fully
understand that a cable acts as a filter
then you will be unlikely to be able to
make it as neutral as possible.

That focus has allowed our cable owners
to enjoy some of the most natural
sounding music that they have heard and
have won an incredible number of
awards.

We hope that you will have the
opportunity to hear what we have been
developing. Please have a look at the
Tellurium Q® website for the latest
information

Tellurium Q Ltd
The Willows
Bonds Pool
Langport
Somerset
TA10 9QJ
UK

Call +44 (0) 1458 251 997

Website : www.telluriumq.com
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The Chord
Company



The UK’s leading high-performance
A/V cable manufacturer, The Chord

Company, who has been painstakingly
designing and hand-building superior
audio cables in Britain for more than 32
years, will be making its show debut at
High End this year. A four-strong team
of staff will be on hand in Atrium 4.2,
F215, to introduce the company’s
exciting new ranges and explain the
myriad benefits that high-quality cabling
can bring to high-end audio.

2017 has shaped up to be the perfect
year for the Wiltshire-based specialist to
exhibit for the first time, thanks to a
significant new range launch earlier in

the year, plus huge demand for its
uncompromising flagship series. In
keeping with the high-end nature of the
show, The Chord Company will be
offering demonstrations of its top-two
cable ranges and explaining why cables
are so fundamental to performance,
especially at High End’s standards.

The demos have been designed to
introduce the benefits of The Chord
Company’s proprietary technologies and
in-house design and manufacturing.
Visitors to Chord Co. in its debut year
will get the chance to experience the
flagship ChordMusic range, plus the
recently launched Sarum T cable range,

The Chord Company
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which made its world debut at Sound
and Vision, Bristol, earlier in the year.

Both upper ranges share a number of
similarities in terms of uncompromising
construction, build quality and design,
but crucially, there is one key feature in
both ChordMusic and Sarum T unique to
The Chord Company and its top two
ranges: Taylon®.

Why The Chord Company’s Taylon® is
a game-changer

Taylon® is a revolutionary insulation
material unique to Chord. It originates
from the most demanding military
applications, where highly advanced
communication cables, both in space and
on the ground, must offer predictable
performance, regardless of
environmental conditions. Taylon® is
phase-stable at typical room
temperatures and its implementation
within audio cables preserves the critical
timing information within music.

Taylon® is the best-performing
dielectric The Chord Company has used
in over 32 years of UK design and
manufacturing. It is the most neutral and
phase-stable insulation material
available and remains the biggest step
forward in insulation performance since
the introduction of PTFE.

To date, Taylon® has been exclusive to
the flagship ChordMusic portfolio, but
now, it is also available in Sarum T,
bringing the remarkable benefits of The
Chord Company’s proprietary dielectric
to a new, more accessible price level.

Partners in rhyme

Of course, cables need hardware to
function and for High End 2017, The
Chord Company has partnered with
British audio specialist Computer Audio
Design and Swiss speaker manufacturer
BOENICKE AUDIO. The system
comprises the CAD 1543 DAC, CAD
CAT Audio Transport and CAD Ground

Control, plus BOENICKE AUDIO W13
SE+ loudspeakers and a BOENICKE
AUDIO E2 integrated amplifier with
optional DAC and phono.

About the new Sarum T

The Chord Company new Sarum T
range builds on the success of the
acclaimed Sarum Super ARAY range
introduces Chord’s proprietary
insulation material, Taylon®, bringing a
major performance upgrade.

Previously exclusive to ChordMusic,
Sarum T brings the remarkable benefits
of Chord Co.’s unique dielectric to a
new, more accessible price level.
Previous generations of Sarum Super
ARAY cables have featured a PTFE
dielectric and the upgrade to Taylon®
introduces a raft of performance
benefits.

Like ChordMusic, Sarum T also benefits
from The Chord Company’s Super
ARAY mechanical optimisation, factory
terminations and hand-made
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construction. Sarum T raises the
performance bar just as ChordMusic did
when Taylon® was first introduced.

Presently, Sarum T comprises analogue
interconnects in RCA, XLR and DIN
terminations,
Digital interconnects with S/PDIF,
AES/EBU and BNC connections,
speaker cable with Bananas and spades,
plus power cables in Schuko, UK, US,
16A and 20A varieties.

About ChordMusic

With ChordMusic, The Chord Company
has produced something that can only be
described as revealing a whole new
musical landscape.  It was just over a
year ago, in April 2016, that The Chord
Company introduced ChordMusic to
music lovers for the first time. It remains
the company’s most advanced cable
range in its 32-year history and distils
three decades of cable design and
manufacturing knowhow into a ground-
breaking line-up.

ChordMusic is a revelatory product and
was the first range to be developed with
Taylon® which has never been used
with audio cables before. Dielectric
choice plays a critical part in the
performance of any audio cable and
Taylon®-insulated conductors,
combined with the Super ARAY
conductor configuration, produce the
most natural, musically coherent cables
The Chord Company has ever
developed.

The ChordMusic range comprises
analogue interconnects in RCA, XLR
and DIN terminations,
digital interconnects with S/PDIF,
AES/EBU and BNC connections,
speaker cables with Bananas and spades,
streaming (RJ45) cables, USB cables
and power cables.

About Super ARAY conductor
technology

The Chord Company
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All ChordMusic and Sarum T cables use
Chord Co.’s new mechanically tuned
Super ARAY conductor configuration.
Super ARAY technology is a
development of Chord’s original Tuned
ARAY design and keeps all the musical
coherence of the Tuned ARAY design,
but brings big increases in the levels of
musical detail the cable is able to carry.

The Super ARAY tuning process is very
different for each cable type; the end
result, though, is consistent. Super
ARAY technology produces analogue
and digital cables that can carry breath-
taking levels of detail in an extremely
coherent and musical way.  Super
ARAY construction uses a labour-

intensive combination of precision
machinery and meticulous hand
assembly at the UK factory and offers
extraordinary performance levels.

The Chord Company Ltd,
Chord Company House,
Millsway Centre,
Amesbury,
Wiltshire
SP4 7RX, UK

Call 01980 625700
E mail: sales@chord.co.uk

Website: www.chord.co.uk
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